
 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

BAE 111(Indian Philosophy) 

1> To provide students with opportunity to study Indian Philosophy  

2> To understand, explain and critique the contents of traditional philosophy 

3> To analyze the validity of ancient knowledge and importance of soul. 

BAE 112 (Western Philosophy)  

1> To introduce students with the background of Western Philosophy. 

2> To study the history of western philosophy, starting from Greek Philosophy 

3> To learn and  understand the continuity from Greek till modern philosophy 

BAE 211 (Ethics) 

1> To understand “what is ethics” in philosophy 

2> To understand righteousness and morality 

3> To examine the validity of ethics and apply the same  

BAE 212(Logic) 

1> To learn to validate arguments   

2> To differentiate between correct and incorrect knowledge 

3> To understand the Induction and Deduction methods of understanding logic 

BAE 311 (Symbol Logic)  

1> To understand the importance of symbols  in logic 

2> To learn the use of the same to verify and validate arguments 

BAE (Social and Political Philosophy) 

1> To introduce social theories and political ideas 

2> To discuss, debate and learn the same 

 



BAE (Philosophy of Religion) 

1> To determine the importance of religion 

2> To study, question and verify the existence of God, soul, religious 

knowledge 

3> To understand religious language 

BAE (Indian Epistemology) 

1> To learn to differentiate between real and unreal knowledge 

2> To understand the various theories of justification 

3> To enquire into the origin of nature, validity and extent of knowledge.  

BAO 312 (Western Epistemology) 

1> To understand rationality of belief. 

2> To learn about the complexity and dynamic of basic epistemological issues 

3> To expand their ability of critical thinking 

BAO 311(Indian Metaphysics) 

1> To provide the pluralities in the ways of understanding the concept of 

“Being” 

2> To trace the idea in the rich sources of Vedas, Upanishads and classical 

system of Hinduism 

BAO 312 (Western Metaphysics) 

1> To understand the fundamental nature of reality 

2> To learn the relationship between mind and matter 

3> To understand the various types of existence 

BAO (Contemporary Indian Philosophy) 

1> To learn the use of specific use of terminology 

2> To re-interpret some of the ancient ideas. 

BAO 312 (Tarkabharsha) 

1> To introduce with the ideas of NavyaNaya Philosophy 

2>  To learn, discuss and debate the validity of this ideas 

 

 



BAO 314 (Contemporary Western Philosophy) 

1> To understand the history of modern western philosophy starting from 

early 20th century 

2> To identify the issues with the increasing professionalization of the 

discipline. 

3> To study the rise of analytic and continental philosophy 

Language, Truth and Logic 

1> To introduce cognitive philosophy 

2> To learn logical positivism of AS Ayear 

adhaar Card, Driving License, Voter ID Card etc. 

Admit card will issued by college on 30-12-2019 before commencing of the written test.  

              


